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But Beethoven was a different matter. Paderewski was
passionately attracted to Beethoven. There was probably
no composer whom he studied with greater zeal. But
Beethoven remained a problem.
IV
Liszt embodied that which Paderewski himself stood for—
brilliant achievement in a world that loved both the virtuoso
and the creator.   Both Liszt and Paderewski appreciated
the high place that life had given them ;  yet neither of
them lost the faculty of making individual human contacts.
Both were in harmony with a world that filled the largest
concert-halls to hear the dazzling effects of a virtuoso,
but could also be moved by Liszt's religious compositions,
by Parsival and Siegfried's funeral march.   Liszt did not
necessitate opening intellectual doors to which Paderewski's
nature lacked the key ; it was piano playing par excellence :
elegant and serious, strong and sensitive, godly and profane,
grand and lyrical.   Paderewski's Liszt poured from under
his fingers like a native stream.    Even the religious side
of Liszt did not present any particular difficulties.   Paderew-
ski may not have shared the religious exaltation of Liszt,
but he felt sympathy for the expression of any religious
feeling; and he had that aesthetic curiosity, which could
devote itself to a religious drama, less for religion than for
the drama's sake.   In Liszt, even in his most ecstatic
religious moments, there remained the artist, who could
preserve the legend without being burned by his faith.
It was natural that Paderewski should play Liszt better
than any other pianist played him. They aimed at the
same goal. Mason, who learned under Liszt, wrote:
" It seems strange that the best Liszt performer of to-day
should be Paderewski, who was not a pupil of Liszt and
never even heard him play." The resemblance, however,
was closer than that between teacher and pupil. In the
works of Liszt, more than in those of Beethoven or even of

